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& Sp-orts Weekly 
"Not everybody realizes that a really good 
journalistic accomplishment. requires at 
least as much 'genius' as any scholastic 
accomplishment ... " 
.. Max Weber 
. . 
~id to Larreynaga 
Edwin, Eddie jose, Alphonso and Angel are residents of lArreynaga, Nicar~gua~ '{his po.stcard ~ !lf!!!:ilable in DeKline. 
ing, and school supplies to off~r aid money goes to the correct pur- e~~~~~~~~~~ 
Michael Poirier relief for the displaced people. The pose. It is difficult to get a lot of Ins1· de 
- News Eilitor situation is getting worse as the information due to the disaster, . 
people are dependin~ upon the anq we will be returning to 
government to provide sufficient Nicaragua as soon as possible to 
The Mid-Hudson~Larreynaga assistance. The streets have been deliver the aid." 
sister-cityprojectisa private, non- covered \yith boulders the siz~ of Rar:d ~tudent Enrique Gomez is 
profit organization devoted to cars,andhund~~-o~proplehave f~<?~ Larreynaga, and Jonah 
humanitarian and educational losttheirhomes. TheM-H/Lhas _ Ge_nsler _spent last summer in 
exchanges between the people of been selling postcards in dei<line Nicaragua with the Gomez faro-
the Mid-Hudson valley ·and the to raise money and will be in front iii. As Gensler"commented in the 
dtyofLarreynaga, Nicaragua. The of Kline Friday aft~moon to collect project's newsletter, "A sister city 
organization has stepped up its more donations of materials and project is a dynamic entity which 
involvement in response to the money. - can build leadership in both com-
disastercausedbytlleeruptionof The project was formed _':be- _ rnunities.Inoureffortstoimprove 
the :volcano Blanco Negro near cause we wanted a direct human thewell-beingofNicaraguaris, we 
Larreynaga. ~on tact and wanted to give issues should remember that we are all 
The group has been requesting · a human face. We are an altema- sharing ina human enterprise, The 
donations of food, summer cloth':' tive method of insuring that the . cQn_tinued orr page 2 
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Campus elections were held on 
Monday and Tuesday of this week 
in front of the post office and 188 
otlt of almost one thousand stu-
dents voted. Olivier te Boekhorst 
was elected as chairman of the 
Student Judiciary Board over his 
opponent Rudi Gam by a strong 
margin. "I have a strong interest 
in being StUdent Judiciary Board 
Chairperson and am confident 
that I would be effective in that 
position," commented te 
Boekhorst who has been exten-
sively involved in stude~t gov-
ernment in the past as a member 
of various comm.i ttees and the 
Student Life Committee chair. 
The balloting for the Board of 
Trustees Representative was sig-
nificantly closer. Two candi~ates 
had to be elected and Sasha 
Gorman received the most votes 
with 110. · Ephen Glenn Cotler 
narrowly defeated Jason Van 
Driesche by only two ballots (82 
to 80). Tatiana Prowell, who ran 
a~ a write-in candidate, received 
over-fifty votes. Secretary Sally 
Mehrtens who conducted the 
election confirmed that the votes 
were recounted -many times. In 
his statement of purpose Cotler 
stated that "I am optimistic about 
the position because it is an awk-
ward position. I am familiar with 
awkward positions. I want to 
share with the Board of Trustees 
the awkward_ positions we are 
daily put in as students ... " 
Positions which were won by 
default were Dara Silverman as 
Planning Committee Chair and 
Renee Cramer -as ·chair of the 
Educational Policies Committee. 
Elections for open seats on the 
Planning, EPC, 'S}B, and Student 
Life Committees will be held at 
the final Student Forum meeting 
of the semester on May 11, at 7:00 
PM in Olin. vu-
: Classifieds · · · · .. · · .1 
Heading for EUROPE this sum-
mer? Jet there anytime for $160 
with AIRHITCH®. (reported in 
Let's Go! · & NY Times.) 
AIRHITCH® 212-864-2000. 
*EXTRA INCOME "92"* 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
travel brochures. For information 
send a stamped addressed enve-
lope to: Galaxy Travel, Inc., PO 
BOX 13106, Silver Springs, MD 
20911-3106. 
Live in babysitter needed. We 
have two children ages three and 
five and live on a farm in 
Annandale. We are looking for 
someone to live in our_ horne for 
the summer mo-nths- mid-May-
September.SOhrs/wkofchildcare 
with light housecleaning. Free 
room and meals- pay negotiable. 
Call 758-6338. 
Okay,look, I really need a sum-
mer room. I beg of you, send any 
relavant info, leads, etc., to Matt 
· Personable, energetic, depend- -Gilman via Bard mail. 
able people who love fruit and 
fresh air wanted for farmstand 
and pickyourownoperation.Full-
time and part-time seasonal jobs 
available. Free suntan to qualified 
applicar-ts. Call Montgomery 
Place Orchards. 758-6338. 
aas5ical Guitar and Case. Good 
Condition. Still for sale. Now only 
$40. Musrsell. PleasecontactJ eana 
box 739 or ext. 307. 
Students in Ashbery's Poetry 
Workshop: If you want to go to 
the party in Hudson, meet Friday 
5/8 at' the Old Gym at 12:30 pm 
for a ride. 
Wanted: apartment or house for 
summer sublet near Bard for one 
or two people. Contact Mehiine 
Oster at ext. 330 or via campus 
mail box 1209. · 
To the person who may have 
decided to ·borrow my softball 
glove (without asking me) - it 
would be appreciated if you 
would ·return it to me, as you 
probably should not have taken it 
in the first place. It's not yours. 
Kris Hall -
Intramural Director . 




-continu!E- from page 1 
material aid we 5end will only be 
an anesthetic at best if it i!--- not 
accompanied by real, sincere ef-
forts to improve human capaci-
. ties. To train, to tea~h, to learn, to 
grow, to involve, to challenge is 
how true sister cities interact." 
Anyone interested in helping out 
in addition· to donations should 
. contact Ge~sler on-campus. ~ 
Bard Community pays re~pects to Nadir. Teherany 
-Early Monday morning, Nadir · the co~p"Qter center ~ci- h~lping friends. His ad visor, Simeen feel comfortable with his future own actions; he realized that and Teherany, a senior chemistry-- out with cuftural events in Olin. Sattar,. was even .considering and "feltthathehadtomakethings . had made his own decision ... " major,tookhisownlife.Teherany He had _recently completed his having it published. His suicide up when speaking with people." NadirTeherany'spresence will - was the Peer Counselor for R~eger Senior pro~t and had reportedly . came as a temble shock to the The following statements were_ be sorely missed on thi.s campus. and had been actively involved been "very happy and-proud o,f manypeoplewhohadcaredabout from fellow students and facu~ty .There are ~any resources on on campus including-working ~ his project" according to his many him. _ members who were remember- campus to fum to for emotiol)al 
He had sent good-bye letters to ing their departed friend Monday help · and counselit:tg. The Coun-
his friends and professors on afternoon: _ seling and Health Service at 
campus, including college Presi- "He was a very beautiful and ext.433, the Dean o(Students of-
dent Leon Botstein who felt that sensitive person. A ·hug meant a fice at ext.454,_and ~~Chaplain's 
his letters contained an intense lot to him ... " officeatext.364.· AtV;touncements 
loneliness and anger, as well as "~ .. He did :sc> much for o~ner about memorial services will be 
11111111gllllll~llll!lll~~~ath~~~~~~peo~~~~~~~-b~~~ - ~ &,: . only saying good-bye for a short to.Hetrulywasthepersonhewas 
time. TeheranywasfromPakistan afrajd he couldn't be .. .'' 
and had already made plans for " ... When you are standing on 
commencement, including a visit the edge of a cliff it is normal 
by his parents and younger everyday balance that keeps you 
brother. He had jobs lined up for from falling off. But what keeps· 
the next year and then planned to you from jumping is a conscious-
go to gradual~ school yet did not · ness of the consequences of your 
Bard Wellness fiwarene 
Monday, May 11 4-7 pm i-n the 
Aerobics room of Stevenson 
Gymnasium _ 
Workshops in Nutrition, Exercise/fitness, 
Smoking Cessatio~, Eating Disorders, Sexual 
Health, Stress Management, AiDS/HI V. 
Blood Pressure and Cholesterol testing available. 
Call Kris Hall for in-formation about Cholesterol 






The s~~ry of ?_a writer: prosecution to acclaim 
Jeana 0. Breton 
Staff Writer 
are stories abolft oppression and like me." He sees "teaching as an ahappyprofession;it'stoughand 
the survival of th~ artist in a land exchange [giving while learning] complicated -sometimes even 
where no one can express oneself that was at first disturbing be- sad, but there are some moments 
completely. He himself was per- cause of the contact with a new of c~~t~~t ~~~ ev~~ h~ppiness." 
secuted for his work, "therefore, I generation that was very different A recent moment of pride took 
_ left.Icouldn'tdeal with the~tense [from the Eur9peans he.was used place on April 15, 199
2 when he 
Bard professor Norman Manea - censorship that became totally to)," but now considers it to be a was ~me
d one of 149 recipients 
was born in Suceava, Bukovina, crazy because of cultlir_al and po- stimulating contact. He teaches a of a fellow
ship es~ablished by the 
Romania. At the age of five, he litical oppression." . class on the.Holocaust a11d litera- John Si
mon Guggenheim Memo-
was deported to a concentration He left Romani~ f9r~ West Berlin ture, and a cl~ss on Eastern Eu- rial Fou
ndation. Professor Manea 
campintheUkraineandremained in 1989 and arrived in the United ropeanwriters,bothsubjectscon- was ch
osen frpm among ,3,162 
there until the end of World War States in 1988. In 1989, "Bard chose nect~d_ tq))is main.experience as a artists, 
scho Iars, and sci en tis ts 
II. He then studied to become an' me," said Professor Manea, to human ~it:lg and a writer. 'because of .hi
s unusually distin-
engineer, butlefttheprofessionat teach literature as ;fell~w of the :t:'rofessor M~ea is_also the au- guished past achievem
ents and 
the age of thirty-eight "to dedi- College's International Academy thor of five novels (two of which his ~xc
eptional future promise. 
cate [himself] exdusiv~ly to for Schol,arship and the Arts, have just been published in En- Previo
us awards earned by 
writing." whichl)nngs writers and scholars, • glish: On Clowns: The Dictator ~nd Norma11 Mane
a include one from 
He had 'a great many of his whosefreedomofexpressionhas the Artist and October, Eight the Associa
tion of Bucharest 
works published in Romania in a been restr1cted, to liberal colleges 0' Clo_ck ), three volumes of shorter Writers · (197
9), one from the 
variety of media including some throughout the U.S. H~ missed fi~.tion, and .three col~ectioll:~ Qf Writer'~
UDi.O.I19f_~om~ia(1984), 
of the most important cultural his homeland very I]luch in the essays. His "YOr_k has been trans- the 
DAAD Berliner 
magazines. He wrote fiction that beginning and still docs some- Ia ted into ~· more than ten Jan- KunsH
erprogramm (1987), and a 
was "deeply connected to iny ex- times, but at the same time feels guages."OfCC?urse,I'mglad," said Fulbrig
ht Fellowship (1989). 
periences; you write about what "stepbystepladapttoAmerican Manea, "that my books are Critic
shavecomparedManea's 
you know best and so the core of life, and I like Bard _:_ the place translated and reach an intema- _work to
 those of Bruno S~hultz, 
rAy work was the topic 
11.111 His and the people -and hope they tionalaudience, butwritingisnot Robert Shult~, Robert Musil, and 
Cross-disciplinary language ·prOgram · .. QW;#•UE! 11) 
· ·' -·~ · - Egad!AbasetOnedenotesaba<r 
use their foreign language skills ~Is in the o~riginal language. The age. 
Franz Kan<a. Manea says that if a 
writer must be included in ~ lit-
erary family: "i~s not the worst 
one, but family members are not 
identical; they're similar and dif-
ferent at the same time." His book 
On Clowns: The Dictator and the 
Artist is a non-fiction book about 
'culture and politics in Ro-mania 
written because he "felt the need 
to tell the. experiences of a writer 
in Romania [surviving and finally 
being-obliged to leave] ... an(! to 
explain the ambiguity of the sys-
tem [dicta'torship].'' His book 
October, Eight O'Clock is a short 
fiction which takes the form of a 
biography of the main character 
whose childhood starts in a con-
centration camp during the Ho-
locaust, and how this character 
grows up to combine both sid~s of 
the socialist S<?ci~ty into his work. 
Both books are available at the 




tostudylitera_ture,"notedKempf. student wo~ld receive two sepa-
'The cross-disciplinary program rate grades for the class and four 
~"provides not o~y a meaningful extra credits for the tutorial. 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~~- appticationoflanguageskilts,but T~e~ty-:two-courses_ w~re 
- Students with at least two years also leads to a better understand- marked for possible' cros5-di5ci-
of·a foreign language, but who ing of the language." plinary language stu~y for the 
aren't interested in literat~re Although twelve students spring1992semesterin themath-
cl~ses have the ?Pti_on of using participated in German as part of ~ience, art, and socicil sci~nce di-
SWF seeks partner (2 l~gs, 2 
arms, etc.) for fudge ripple sex. ~ 
Also, rve lost my sex toy; wears a . 
dogcollar,ameanexpression,and 
answers to the name of "Matt." 
In last week's 
issue the photos 
of Andrea Breth's 




w~re mixe~ up~. 
~eply to Box~~: . 
t~eu: Ia_nguage skills m the cross- the program during its initial se- visions. Cross-disciplinary Nadir, we lo
ve and miss you. ·-
dlsclplin~r:y ~ro~~- _The pro- mester in 1990, the number of in- __ coursesinGerman,French,Italian a friend. 
, 
; gr~, started m 1990 by Germa!l , terestedstudentshasbeenrapidly and Russian will be qffered for 
professor Franz Kempf, arranges . dwindling. Students who partici- the fall 1992 semester at course 
~ fo: ~tudent ~utorial.s using t~e :.pate in the program are requlred registration day on w~n:esdaY, 
' on~·mal te~ts_ ~f wor~s useq 1p. ~ to complete the no~~~ cours~ May 13th. ~ · 
- soctal stud1es cla.s~~s_. ~ . . load and attend tutorials to read 
11 
"Inthepast,studentscouldonly and· discuss select course nta!~r:i-
Auto, Home & Life . ' 
MICHAEL ~AGGERTY 
- Account Agent 
Allstate InSurance Company 
ROute 9, Astor Square 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
• ~ ~ , ~L- (914)_8]6::}63~ 
NOW 
AT 
· 65 Tinker St. Woodstock 
Call!ng all beer drinkers - the. 
senior class_ is sponsoring a party 
at the Blum c'ourtyard this 
Thursday night. Fosters on tapf 
more? 
We -apologize for 
the error. 
A.· vie-w- aitned a~~ e~<:ling negl~ct 
Jeana C. Breton 
Staff Writer 
On Saturday, May 2nd Bard's 
Graduate School of Environmen-
tal Studies held Its third and final 
lecture in the series entitled 
"Ooerpopulatio~ Causes and Solu-
tions." It was held in O).in Audi-
torium and featured Marvin 
Harris, anthropology profe5sor at 
the Uniyersity of Florida. His talk 
centered on how population 
growth affects the evolution of 
culture, and was e~titled "An-
thropology of Reproduction and 
Cultural Ecosystems." 
Professor Harris gave his. opin-
ion that growth affect~ evolution 
"by lowering marginal rates of 
return on productive effort.,.. An 
increase in population means a 
necessary expansion ·of produc-
tion which leads to less favorable 
habitats, a depletion of production 
means, and an inevitable crisis 
which brings on experimentation 
and continental change. This was 
true~fthe prehistoric realm when 
miunrnoths and other large ani-
mals were broughf to extinction 
. by a combfuation of altered cli-
mate, hunting, and the develop-
ment of more effective weapons. 
It continued to be true in the days 
of the Aztec Indians (who, out of 
a need for pro tein~ate fris6ners of 







war), and in India prior to Hindu-
ism when there were many cattle 
herds, crops of grain, and a higher 
standard of liviDg; when popitla-. 
t:lon drastically i~creased, the for-
ests were destroyed and 
eventuallyanimals took on a new 
role while the country continued 
to suffer in its search for better 
prod~ction mea~s~ · 
College Students: Drive 
an lee Cream tru~k in_ yC'ur 
hometown in Conn~ticut or 
Westchester Colm.ti tliis sunuiler. -
. ~ell ~ood Humor an~ other ice 
. ~reams. Bam $65_()-$950 per 




- YOU CAN USE: 
...... 2~DISCOVER 
EXPRESS CASH./ VISA . 
NYa'J~}~. 
RHINEBEcK 
~Mill St: · -876--704-1 
It is a viscous cycle depending 
"on gains of productivity being 
swallow~ up by population in-
crease," said Harris. Once popu-
lation growth was favored 11tO step 
upproducHon,butiecentlythere's 
been a cancellation of ad vantages 
due to the cost/benefit ratio." 
Harris admitted that 11 time ex-
isted during which an extended 
family provided favorable ben-
efits because there was more man 
power (necessary it} pre-industrial 
situations to obtain bigger fields, 
ment (especially in third world 
countries) and requires a univer-
sal desire to "produce more and 
more, better and better." This 
means establishing updated tech-
nology for all fields from produc-
tion to health care. Consumerism 
- "todays fastest growing reli-
a larger harvest, and a higher 
range of protection); but "short- • 
term gain leads to long term 
losses." The long term costs of 
overpopulation now out weigh 
the short term benefits. 'fl:l.e logi-
cal solution, according to Harris, 
is for families to have fewer chil-
dren and to educate them. This is 
costly, but will result in children 
more capable of becoming great 
social investments. uThere are 
more ben~fits to having one edu-
cated child than having ten doing 
domestic labor." · 
According to Harris, such -a 
trend wilt ~ difficult to irnple-
RED HOOK 
Rt. 9_-South • ~58-8811 
110ne ~ar is better 
than walking a 
few miles in the 
rain, but 1;ooo 




gion" - will play a big part, said 
Harris, because it is the people 
who drive the governments and 
businesses. In every plan, 
however ,there is a counter pro-
ductive element. "One car is bet-
ter than walking a few miles in the 
rain, but 1,000 cars on That same 
road becomes· life-threatening." 
Consumerism is often not consis-
tent with attempts to li~it con-
sumption. The goal must be to 
counteract previous advertise-
ments encouraging consumption 
with mass media attempts of get-
ting the public to recognize the 
current problems assod.ated with 
overpopulation. Other possible 
solutions include·distinguishing 
1st and 3rd world problems and 
applying tactics accordingly, 
achieving optimistic ·technologi-
cal advances in energy, and trans-
ferring reproductive technology 
from the 1st to the 3rd world 
countries. 
If such programs as those 
making contraception accessible 
to everyone are not established 
now, it will eventually lead to 
abortion, and if safe means of 
obtaining an abortion are nbt 
available, it will lead to infanti-
cide by means of neglect. Says 
Harris: "Long-term achievement 
requires a short-term basis being 
laid for the transformation of how 
we value· our children- quality 
instead of numbers." \" 
afe Menagerie 
May 9th 1:30-6:00 pm 
n afternoon of Safer Sex 
discussions by Bard 
tudents for Bard student 
bout Bard students. 01· 
102 & 104. 
Offering light food fair 
and mocktails. ·Music by 
Loco Boom. 
• Diversity & Plurality 
• B.R.A.V.E. 
Discussion for all wome 
about improving sexual 
ommunication with your 
partners. 
-Discussion for all men 
about improv~g sexual 
ommunication with your 
partners. 
• SM A.C.E.S. 
• B.A.G.E.L. 
-Discussion for Bi and 
Men 
-Discussion for Bi and 
Lesbian Women 
• Eroticizing Human 
sexuality 
-s 
.. Frustrated, mi~undE;r~!9~o9, . ...._-;; A.. T a. . n· ... t e-. d . 
dis_appointe9 and. ~ot _getting any- V ~ ~ 
. . -- : Jtope y~u're no"t here, Wis'h. I'.Weren't . . L'enfan-ttenible, 
. . . . . . . - - -- -~ . .. - .. .. . . . -
To start with, this is n~t another essay I that person fr_ea~ng ou.t and-thinking it'~~ EphenGlennColter 
letter/doctrine-of-lifeextollingthevirtu~s som~_thing strange or in~imidating? I'm _ Queer 
_or vic~s of S&M. It's great that people like sure I'm no-t the 9l¥Y one- I've been look-
SMaces and BAGEL ar~. trying. t~ figure ing and I' ye _ ~~~n _ you loo~ng back, ·at Those Wllo Were At The First Menage, Those Who Were At The Second, Those v'lho 
-themselves out, no matter-what a~swers· .· til?}e~. Maybeyou'veevel! tried to slip into Don't Intend To Miss The Third! - _ _ 
they find. No, .th!s is ~~tead an attempt to a·potentialsfick..:iiltt:oduction type situation Any-and-Everyone from The Orange, The Blue, The Yellow and The Green sectio~ -of 
represent, however f~bly, the position of _ and I was ~oo slow at the time_ to realfze !t. the B~d Course Book, any May Taurus or Geffiini, _ ... _ 
those of"Qs who ca~'t get laid in the first I know you;re out th~r~, lots of you, and I All'Yall from Feitler to Manor Annex, from 3rd Floor Tewks to Downstairs Keen 
place, muCh lessexplo~e beyond that point, know you ar~ i_dentifying with ·at least South -Student Leaders, Role Models, Role Players, or Holy Rollers! The Costumed, 'I)le 
because we just don't fit the Bard gall!e. something here~ brmaybenot.Eithe~way, Unaccustomed, The Irate Financial Aid Office "Customers," 
The game who·se rules apparently state I hope I'm no! a~q_ne i!' beii~ving that our Fans, Poseurs, Icons (or Eye-Sores), Advocates-The Activist-Actors, Artists, 
that sexual enc;o_u~~~rs ~_r.e _Q~~t ~ad ~~ile game is defective._Pieces are missing and Writer~, Dancers -Dance Majors, Lit Majors, Art Majors, Drama Majors, Major Disap-
druilk or just-after, S.O.!hat if_ things don't the rules are ba9._1y Written, with many pointments-EEC or ISO-Black, Blue Blood, or Red Blooded American, The People 
work out both parties cari pretend_that it omissions. I w.a~t_a refund. I want to be W~o_ Drinl<, TI!e People Who Drink Alcohol at "Othe( Parties, 
\'\'~s mo~tly the alcoho~ ~alki~g (or thrust- honest, I yvant.J9 9_e open, and anyone else People of Color, People-With An. Accent, People Who Don't Know They Have An 
ing or whatever). The game whi~ tells us who feel~ _like_ th~y can't walk up to that Accent, People With A Bad Accent, People With a Fake Accent, The Beautiful People-
that averting our eyes or simply ignori_ng cute guy or girl or whatever, well, I want Their More Intelligent Friends-The Could-Care-Less, The Can't-Be-Bothered, -The 
a personafteracertain pointissufficientto them to be hone~t and _open, too. I'm not DON'T WASTE MY GOD DAMN TIME, The Ya'Know? 
communicate to them_ ~hat "it's over." (I _saying a silver platter introduction to fuck, -The Bored, The Lazy, The Fucked, the Functionally Fucked-Up, The Co-Dependents, 
·preachnot,friends,forihavewalkedboth I'mjustsayingintroduceyourself,makea The Sociopaths, The Enablers-The Poignant Posse, The Sma<;k Pack-The Rich, the 
sides of that dirty boulevard.) The game move,havesomeguts(orclits, balls). Take Famous, The Infamous (on or off campus), The Misunderstood, The Unknown, and of 
which states th'!t _if an expressed desire or at least sh_~re the initiative. Let's see cour~, _Th~ Vn.~~r:e~QQ'lflte_~, 
between ~wo f~ends isn't mutual, things. what happens if we ignore the rules for a Pen Pals, Imaginary Friends, Weight Watchers, People Watchers, People Who ~ye 
can never 1Je comfortable again. The game while, OK? yn ~ waiting for you to Jn- to Watch Their Language (Gossips ... Whiners ... People Who Talk to Shelley But Won't Talk 
that says you can't approach someone just ttoduce yourself, or maybe I'l_l beat you to to You), The Witty, The Petty, The Suck My Left Tittie-The Hippie-The Insider, The 
out of__an_overwhelming desire to · meet it.Ifnothingelse,pleaseremeinberthisthe Outsider, The Superficial and The Profound (familiar or foreign-CyberPunk, Retro 
_them for:whatever .~n~~rtain physiCal or nexttfmeyouarestaringatsomeoneacross Funk, or Sober ~~, __ Superhero or Superior Heroine-X-Man or G-Boy-The 
intellectUal reasons, but · that you must the room wh~m: you've never met bu~ · Warden (The Good Natured c;al W~th Key to Her Heart), Th~ Uberian Ceriturian, The 
instead connive a situation,·search out a really wanted to, ·and no matter how am- L~GENQAR}' P.iY~ . IQuc;:h~ . .B~mbe, - ... 
rr.utualfriendanddragthemintothefray... biguous your Intentions, please, ask- The Good Student, The Bad Student, Good Cop (Stuart) or Bad Cop (Leon), The 
or just live with your curiosity unsatisfied. yourself why, what is stopping you from Bookstore Thief, The Coffee Shop Thief, The Construction Site "Borrowers", The 
A game whose goal is to never admit our talking to them? This isn't just sex, people, Ludlow Thieves, The Religious, The Relentless, The Unresolved ... The Pointless, The 
rieedsand desires, to not admit that we are thisisrelatingtoyourfellow human beings! _ Oueless ... Those That U~ ~gs and Those That !'Jeed More Medication, The Women 
often shallow, or even that we question On whatever level, whether you hope to · of the-Women's Center,_The Rest of the Women Q!\ Campus (and in the World)-quid 
the general consensus Qf what shallow is. get_ iaid, Jl9pe to make a friend, hope to pro quo or Pro Ch~ice?~The Sel\iors, The Senio~ Who Just Might Gr~duate, 
A game with the goal of never admitting find someone to talk to, or maybe even Those That Dance, ThC?se That· Don't Dan~, Those Th~t D_gn't Know ·They don't 
that it's okay to just want to s~~ some- ~ve no i~re.ntion 'other than saying ''rrlce Dance, Exotic Dancers, Erotic Go-Go Boys&Girls, Strippers, Teasers, Crowd Pleasers, 
one, bufa game that provides many masks sh_irt," at least give it a try! What's the The_~Jal'f3utt~flies, The fly Girls, The Girl W~th Her Head In The Right Place But who 
under-which to continue that activity just worst thing that can happen? H you're like Wears Her Heart On Her Sleev~, The Boy Who Smells of Money, That Other Boy With 
thesame.Ormaybeyoudon'tjustwantto me then Rejeetion ~sa familiar drinkiltg Al-feart"ofGold Who Just Smells, Th~tNice BoyWhoNeedsUkeAnotherHoleinHis 
scr~w them, maybe you don't know what partner,not_atallanexcusetobefrightened. Head ... and That Trifl'n Mother Behind French Doors, :· 
you want to do._ Where is the rule that_ Please. I hope I hear from you. If not, I / . Disco Qu~ns, Co~trol_ Queens, Dragon_ Ladies, Drag Queens, Prince Al~rts, 
explains to me why I can't he honest and hope I have the guts to approach you -Primadonnas, Madonna W~n~bes, (HEOP's Mad Donna)-Napoleon-The Last 
just try to meet someone and then figure myself... · Empress-The Tattooed, The Pierced, The Shaved -The Lover, The Loved, The 
out why it seemed so important, without " Author's name withheld by request. Beloved ... The Unloved-The Undesirables-The Desired, The Distant, The Dissed~ The 
· · - · Disillusioned, 
SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Knowing how to help someone who has been sexually assaulted can make a significant 
· renee in the healing process and helping that individual to regain contr9l over their life. If 
meone you know has been sextially assaulted: 
-Listen, be supppotive and non-judgemental; _ 
-Let the survivor know that the assault was not their fault, regardless of the circumstances; 
-Let the survivor decide waht actions to take to help her /him regain control. 
-Offeroptions: srekingmedicalcare;callingSecurityofthepolice;contacting BRAVE, the[X)S 
ffice or the Counseling Center for emotipnal support and infonnatiol1i 
-Know thatsexualassaulto.ften has an impact ·on those people dose to the survivor, including 
· dsand dorm-mates. Don't be afraid to call one fo the above organizations to get support for 
urself. · -
It can help to talk about it. Call 
-BRAVE 
Bard Response To Rape & Associated Violence Education 
Information - Counseling- Support- Referrals 
X552 or X553 All Calls are Confidential 
... shy about calling a student run hotiine? BRAVE Program Director, Joan 
Unger is available Tuesdays & Wednesdays. Call X557~ 
... Them's Th~t Perpetrat'n, and Them Fags, and Them Dykes, and Them Faghags, and 
Them Queers,and Them Queens, and Them Lesbians-Lesbionicor LesbianJock-That 
MachoSiutHerself! The Sensitive New Age Guys, the Bisexuals, the Bisexual Wannabes-:-
The Ambivalent-Those Looking For~ Man, Those Looking For A Married Man, Those 
Look'n for Dick -Those Look'n For A Divorce, Those Look'n For A Divorced Woman, 
Those Look'n For Oit -All of Butched Dykedom and Fagesque Gaydom! 
Grrrlfriends, Boyfriends, Boy-Boys or Guerilla Girls, Gay Men With Gay Sensibility, 
Gay Meari With No Sensibility, Gay Men with NO Aesthetic -Women Who Love 
Women, Men Who Love Men, Women Who Just Have Sex With Women, Men Who Just 
Have Sex With Men, The Women Identified, The Man Identified, The Unidentified 
Lying Objects · · ~ -
The Coming Out, The Coming Around, The Next Guest Who's Coming To Dinner (for 
"WhiteBread,""VanillaSex,"or"CouchPotatoes"),ThatWomanWhoAisoCan'tStand 
That Yellow Kitchen! The Little Voice intheBackofyourHead, The Thought on the Tip 
of Your Tongue, That(?) Right Under Your Nose -
, The Sexpot, The Potbellied, The Flirtatious, The Unfaithful, The Ex, The Next, The 
. Pretext, The Quick, The Freebie, The Do-Me, The Discreet. .. The Indiscreet .:.Horny, 
Hoping, or Ho, That Nasty Chile Built Like A Stack Of Uncooked Biscuits, The Glow 
Worm, That Low Down Goodfomoth'n at 758-1339! 
Virgins, Divas, Virgin Divas-Zumani-Ms. I've-Been-Rob-ed-Snap Divas, Dyke 
ti . d 6 I • 
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Wanted continued 
continued from page 5 _ . 
Divas, Divettes, Divynals, The Divine afld The Uke (their Attitude and the Shad~)-Shi­
Shi or Ki-Ki-Ms. IT or Mr. 15-Well-dressed or Overweight ~in leather, polyester, plastic, 
rubber, latex, or spandex -bought, borrowed, or mopped -from K-Mart, Payless, or 
Jamesway), and, uh, NY, Chicago, and LA! 
- PostModem Sexual, Pansexual, Aesexual, Deconstructed Sexual-The Survivors-
The Inspirers, People Uving With -Those Oean, Those Sober, Those Clean and Sober 
and Alcoholic, The Tested, The Untested, TheShou1d-Be-Tested Soon, Anyone Who Can 
Admit This Campus is Racist/~xist/Homophobic arzd Include Themself As Part Of 
This Consciousness, Anyone Who Can Catch Themselves In A Lie And Set Themselves 
Free, Anyone Who Wants To Change The World, Anyone Who Wants To Start With 
Their World-View -Women Who Say No, Women Who Say No More, Men Who Listen 
NO IFS, ANDS, OR BUTS! . 
WANTED by Saturday; "Bon Appetit." 
• What the United States justice system 
thinks .about the African-American man 
. The Beer Column 
PH: This week~ to celbrate Cinquo de without being weak or ti~same. It has a 
Mayo, we chose to Mexican beers just like mild flavor that makes for a drinkable beer 
we did last year, only different, well dif- and not an event. however, ti si not very 
ferent beers anyway. Now personally I distinguished- you could drink a couple 
don't care much for Mexican beer, sur_e I'll and them toaltally forget that it happened. 
haveaDosEquiswhenlgooutforMexicna The Negro Modelo is completely differ-
food, but otherwise I don't make it a point ent. It is much darker- A kind of reddish 
to buy any of what I consider sub-standard J:?rown that is most common in English and 
imports. Tome,Mexicnabersall taste pretty German brews. Furhter, it has'a natur~ly 
much the same, and too many at once dry taste w:ithoufbeing to hoppy or malty 
tends to make my stomach turn. . - in other words1 it'~ not syrupy and has a 
byAmuPtah 
Not everyone agrees with me of course, mildly sweetish tate that compliments the 
in fact, last summer in England-Sol was the - after-taste really well. Depending on what 
in beer to drink and the most expensive~ I you have has to eat or what you ate, the 
can't· comprehend this trend myself, and taste comes off likea biscuit or ~ piece of 
neither can andy of the older or more so- dry bread. This is not bad-:- th!s is a good 
phisticated generation, but shit happens. thing. Negro Modelo is completely differ-
life is neither important nor protected. - At any rate, this week Finnegan will be entform anythign tahtl have tried and one 
Rodney G. King was yet another example discussing Negro Modela and Superior of the best things to come out of Mexico 
On the morning of April30 1992, while -of how this country is not seeking justice while I drink the Brooklyn Brown dark ale. since Pancho Villa. No really. the Negro 
sitting in my history class, my classmate, for African·menorwomen. Unless we start Brooklyn Brown is a newer, darker ver.:. · Modeloisagoodbeer.I'dhavetoasaythat 
an Mrican-American man, told me of the making some serious strides in combat- sionofBrooklynLagerwhich we reviewed out of the 117 beers that we have tried it 
acquittal of the police officers involved in ting radsrri., this country will witness an a few weeks ago. The dark is a lot le~ ranks in the top 50%. It is better thant he 
the Rodney G. King police brutality case. upheaval of everything itfinds solace and subtle than the lager and really has a Superior, but not very drinkable. Anyway, 
Tears immediately filled my eyes and · I pride in. Ifs very dangerous to continue dominance often associated with beers of its not too bittter and goes in right. 
lo~ked at him, fearing for his life. throwingdynamiteinanalreadyexplosive thiscolor. There'sahintofthelager'sflavor Next week, we promise to have a celeb-
! am an irate and frustrated Afiican- · situation. I realize that I am not the only in this but the're more lik third cousins rity reviewer plus the extra-super-mega 
American woman that is ~ick and tired of African person in this country feeling the than brothers. H you're not a fan of dark special Finnegan's Wake Issue, plus the 
witnessing th~ _murders,'beatings, dehu- fury that I do. Pegple get tired of getting beersit'sprobablynotabeeryou'llbeable superb~au chart plus lots of other good 
manizing emasculation and incarceration ' slapped in the face and spit upon. to handle on a large scale (by the case). It stuff that I can't think of right now. Oh 
of my African-American brothers. I cannot I call upon Bard College and its students doesn't have the thick, coffee-like bite that yeah, and jsut you wait- this Thursday, in 
put into words the pure rage that I feel ·to sincer~ly co~mit themselv_es to the rid- · Spaten Dark and otehr dark imports ~ve, tJ:le Blum courtyared there will be a big 
emergtng.from the. fact that, time and time ding of radsm. Let us :mcike 50~~ ~hanges ·it's Cleady domestic with 1fs own ~que geer column blow-out with foster's on tap. 
again the UnitedStatesjusticesystemsends right here on our campus. Let'~ call upon taste. I have to day, though, that all things Plus, you get to Irieet the super-cool usses. 
out a message saying that the life and well . administration to begin the formulation considered,t he lager's much better. Is ther anything more? Naaah. 
being of African men means NOTHING in and inclusion of_ Mricana and Latino Now I hand you over to Fin:Oegan and 
this country! . Stu~iesdepartments.IsAfriccinaandLatmo his sombrero. 
. The beating of Rodney G. King as if he cstudieslesssigrificant~Whyisitso, that an F: Oh, Phantom, for shame- How could 
was a rabid dog was only unique in that it education~ institution· such as Sam Col- anyone of your skills refuSe to sample any 
was caught on video tape. This injustice lege, who prides itself on its so-called beer that had never been tried before? M-
was not a_ first. I have witnessed ~th my "liber~ism," does not have such depart- ter three semesters and 117 beers, even the 
own eyes the merciless beatings of my ments already? Let us call upon adminis- "sophisticated generation" should bear 
African-American brothers and felt guilty trationtohireAfrican-Americanand Latino down and drink up. To shun any kind of 
because there was nothing that I could · professors. Are there not qualified people new experience is to fall into a trap of loser-
- immediately do to lessen the pain· they - to hold such positions? I think not. Let us ness. Anyway, it is Onco De Mayo and 
were feeling. . - makesomechangeshereatBard,ourhome Superior is my beer de primavera. It is a 
The_ verdict in this case was a slap in the for the.greater part of four years. What are mildly dark lager with a heavy yellow 
face to Yus_ef Hawkins, Phillip Panell, we going to do? color and a tate that is malt and soft 
Phantom says 
Brooklyn ·Browu is · 
only .a2 ·--
Finnegan gave 
Superior a 1.5 and the 
.Negro Modelo a 3. 
Michael Griffiths, Malcolm, Meadger, Beverarle wau 
Martin,Marcus,Nat,Fred,Assata,andall Poem of the Week G , 
the other brothers and sisters who lost I 
theirlivesm:committed themselves to truth . No mci.ge s 
and justice. What about those that we do - -
not hear about? Do their lives mean any- by Waring Cuney, submitted by 
thing? How many have to die? How many Jolana Brashears 
sons and daughters have to be lost? How 
long Will we stand by and allow outright 
injustice to happen? How long will injus-
tice prevail? How long will there be si-
lence? · 
. I live in fear for my African-Ameri~n 
brothers' lives. Living in fearfor their lives 
means that I must live in fear for my own. 
It sickens me to know that a country who 
- prides itself on its constitution and those 
words that say something about truth and 
justice for all, allows the equally sickening 
perpetuation of racism. 
It's notagoodfeelingto know that one's 
She does not know her 
beauty 
She thinks her brown body 
hasnog.ory 
But if she ~ould dance naked 
under palm trees and see her 
image in the river 
she would know 
but there are no palm trees 
on the street -
and dishwater gives back 
no'images 
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. $4.69/6 pk 
•spaten 
$5.49/6pk 
• Diet Rite s'oda 
$1.99/6 pk ,-
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·· Art rebounds aro_und the campus 
Davis -intervie-w ·:·Olmstead intervie"W '1t has something to do with the 
quality of seeing and the ability to 
express whatl've seen," said Sara 
Da visofher senior project, a series 
of30blackand white photographs 
entitled Seeing: Patterns in Chaos. 
The body of Davis' work con-
sisted of landscape photographs 
shot with a 4 xS camerainFemdiff 
Forest:River Road, and the woods 
between Tivoli and Germantown. 
Explaining that she used to pho-
tograph just ~~beautiful trees," 
Davis said that she ·decided to 
moved her work to the forest be-
cause uso much is growing there 
that your eyes pass over a lot of 
things." As she began to pay at-
tention. ~o patterns · and shapes 
formed by the trees and other 
vegetation, this interest became 
·the focus of her project. 
Davisfoundshootinglandscape 
scenes challenging because .. 'it's 
not just about beautiful land-
scapes. It's about finding some-
thing interesting to hold 
someone's attention." Davis ex-
plained that she was interested·_in 
6 the Intricate lines created out of 
· whole objects," a .concern which 
is readily visible in her work. Al-
though the maj~rity of Davis' 
photo!iaphs did ~o~tain trees 
because she found them to be 
"more interesting and stronger 
[than other vegetation]," she also 
spent a long time at each scene 
making visual decisions because 
of the nature of the 4 x 5 camera; 
such intimacy with a scene allows_ 
...... --
for her is "something much more "I wanted to deal with relation- overcome the problem of them instinctual than I could describe," ships within the frame between posing, which she did very sue-
she also commented that she is people ... structurally and psycho- cessfully through placement of ~he pleased with photographs in logically," said Sophia Olmstead frame. Olmstead commented, which '1'm able to see in a photo -- of her senior project, a series of ''You just have to keep shooting, 
what I've seen out there." black and white photographs en- and eventually you'll get some-Davis was pleased overall with titled Body of Opinions. thing between those poses-her year's work, as were her pro- Olmstead'~ project consisted of something that's real." 
fessorsand those that 31 photographs taken with a two Keep shooting, she did. 
viewedtheshow,but andaquartercameraoftwofami- Olmstead said of her advisor, 
she does not feel that lies in Tivoli with whom she Larry Fink, that he was "extremely 
it is finished yet and worked intimately this year. She supportive and excited ail year. plans to continue· found ,the inspi- One week I 
workingontheseries ration for her would shoot 20 
over the next few project in Sep- rolls of bullshit, 
weeks. tember when she and Larry 
Following gradua- met some chil- would say, 'It's 
tion, Davis plans to dren in a play- alright. You're a 
go home to Seattle ground and be- hlli,gty photog-
and work for a non- gan shooting rapher, and 
profit women's legal photographs of you'researchirig the breathtaking_beauty of a first organization. She says that she is them while they forit.It'llcome." glance to wear off, leaving the · "notlookingforacareerinphoto" played. By Octo- She explained photographer with a better sense because she prefers not to work ber, she had been that in order to of what is essential to making a foranyoneelse,butshedoesplan invited home to get the photo-successful photograph. to continue in photography, pos- meet their fami- graphs she ActuallythephotographsDavis sibly seeking work in a related lies, with whont wanted, it was was most pleaSed With were those career. . she said she was essential to shoot as much as pos-of vines: uthe vines are .much Seeing: Patterns iu· Chaos is on candid. I told them that I wanted sible--evenifthatbe10or20rolls more sculptUral_ [than tr~t.~nd di~e!ay ~n the. I<line Commons to work intensively-with a certain a week. · · I found that I really liked that." paranoids from May 2nd~ 16th. group of people [and] that it was Others who viewed the show While Davisexplained that what V essential for me to be completely were also very positive. ActresS nlakes a successful photopraph immersed with them-that I and personal friend of Olmstead, 
woufdhavetoretum.ct>nstantly." Yana Landowrie, said, '1t really G • • • fe • W Olmstead decided to work with moved me to laughter or just _ anJ tan lfl rvte . aspecificgroupotstrangersafter £feeling] struck at being able to ''Shoppingbecameabigpartof Jamesway. lifestyle-'they'reveryAmerican." $everal years of taking "random seemyownlifeth:ere." Although my artistic process," said Linda Ganjianfeelsthathersis"ashow Her work was somewhatinflu- candid shots of people on the she wishes that she had had a h bj bee · · 1 enced by the art1"sts Jasper Johns streets" and "more formal por- better technical understanding of Ganjian of her senior project en- w ereo "ects amemcreasmg y titled The Painter, The funk Collec- vitalto the pieces. The later works and Elizabeth Murray, and she traiture of close friends." She the strobe flash she used, tor, and the Shop-aholic ---------------------.was encouraged by her found that the extremes of these Olmstead was also pleased with Meet. ad visor Amy Cheng shooting situations left her with- the final product of her work. Her project consists of who gave weekly feed- out any middle ground, so that Followinggraduation,shepla~ eleven works of art each back.Ganjian,however, the resulting photographs were to move to New York, where she bz1ghtly colored and dis- feels that she did what either too arbitrary or loo inti- hopes to find an internship at tinct from each other. The she did because "doing mate to be very successful. Aperture or ICP, and to continue exhibit consists of; 4 oil son,tething traditional It took a long time to establish doing photography, beginning painted compositions on like painting still lifes an environment conducive to with. children in parks and play-.wood,l untitledacrylicon would have been bor- shooting. Olmste~d explained, grounds. fo_undobject,lpaintedbed ing." She is "mor~ or 'iJ'ouhavetovisitoftenenoughto Body of Opinions by Sophia stand decorated with less'' happy with how makethemcomfortablewithyou Olmstead wasondisplayinKline piecesofaletter,3compo- things turned out, and in theirhousei you have to make Commons from April 30th-May sitions consisting of every agrees with the com- yourself a fixture there." Because · 5th. · day objects, an~ 2 hanging ments she has gotten on Olmstead worked extensively sculptures made mostly of her work; people have with the children, she also had to newsp~per filled panty said: ''It looks like you hose and pla~tic hangers. Ganjian areve:rymuchaboutmiddleclass, were having a lot of fun." "The started out just painting, but dis- suburban culture because of the work was serious, but fun. Some-
covered she wanted to iricorpo- familiar items used iJ.l: them - timesfrustrating ... itwasverytime ratemoreobjectsbecause "objects they're practically sentllne_ntal." consuming," says G!lnjian, and have their own cm1atations that For example: the compositio~en- she only wishes that there had bringmeaningtothework."Thus . titled ''Orange-blue Sub_urban beenmoreworkstqmakealarger her work progressed toward Symphony" contains ordinary installation with .~~more panty sculpture dependent upon what light blue ice cub_e trays, that be- hose." Ganjian's show is the final 
she could find useful in dumps, cause of associations bec,ome not . product of a year long process · thrift shops, and second rate de- just ice cube trays, but also a rep- . and is on display in Proctor until partment stores such as resentation of a certain class and the end of the week. .v-
'J' . 
Ups ....... EFILMS Ad!ll ·~tSO· " l'ftl I,, 111111 I '• ·~3.00 ·: '• RHINEBECI<. 876-25 IS 
· I'J films ~n~SepatateAdm&ion: 1HR.U1HURS. 7'!JllHANKYOU & GOODNIGIT~ THE STA110N 
. ~ Adopted (rom E.M. {A Room v.tth A View, Howard's EndJ Fonten fine novel 
'.:::::~7~.··-~~!J~~ 
j . "A STINGING COMmY OF MANNERS!" 
l • Peter Travers. ROLLING STONE. • :, -····. '''' ... :::: :: :: ::~~:~:,:;,:::.::~::.:.:;.:.:;;.::.:~~:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~::::~~~:,:,:,:,:,:,:.:,:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:: : ::·· · -- '' ."' ..... ,' '' ..... , . '. ' .. , .... .... . , . ' . ' .. , "( 
Geil intervie-w Moaning· becomes "Elektra" 
"Everyone has been to a fast era with long exposures made in-
~tice. The poor mix of contempo- of its apathy for the characters . .foodrestaurant,and therearevery cludingpeopleproblematic,ifnot MattGilmzn 
Theatre Critic 
. rary· references in costuming and Although Ms DiNatale is a ca- few . places you could say that impossible. . 
text w~U.~ keeping somewhat pable performer, she fails to en- about," commented David Geil Geil was excited about his 
faithfultoU:\eoriginal<?reekplot .. lighten us as to how far gone abouthis5eniorproject,aseriesof project because he ·"discovered 
Danielle DiNatale, who portrays is distracting to the point of being Elektra is, arid her mood s~ngs . black and. white photographs en- . something really wonderful about 
Elektra in the~ecent B~d Produc- irritating, and the confusing range become meqta~~~ aJ\d unrealis~ . titled platinum Play land: Photo- these places, and I had never seen 
tiuQn of the sa,~e name, makes · of emotion required. by the lead _tic·. The a:u~ienc;e is given no way graphs of Fast Food Restaurants. · them photographed.'' Although it 
her entrance 9~ her hands and characters fruls to reach the audi- . to empathize with. Elektra. _Half- Ceil's project consists of 28 took him awhile to discover ex-
knees, bawling. Her first line, Emce. The heary load ·thls.produc- . way thr<:>u~h the play one feel~ platinum prints of photographs actly what he wanted ~s his foct1s, 
spoken through 5obs, is 1'l'm s_o tion tries to take upo~ · i~self in- the urge to tell her to stop being a . taken with an 8 x 10" view camera . Geil said, ''You have to have an 
unhappy." Her mood does not · e~tably .wei.gh~ ~t d?~n,_~d ~e martyr and get OI_' with her life. of fast food restaurants--specifi-· . emotional reaction · to whatever 
get any better. · · · · ad of ~ewmg 1t becomes t:t~~r: , When Ores~es . ft~~~~~ . r~v_e~ls _ca]ly McDonalds, Burger King, you're photographing ... beautiful 
The versio~ of Sophocles' cla5- tortuous in some:·places. Some of . hi_xpself tp E.~~~t:r:~~. ~~e lo~. atld Ke~tu~y Fried Chicken. Geil or ugly," and eventually he found 
sic Greek tragedy produced this th~p!oble.msmaybeattributed to a waite~ c~arige -in . mood . is so. said that he chose to photograph . himself responding to the 
pa~t weekend centers around an Ezra Pound's unique translation, manic, ~nd Elektra becomes so . an ·unconventional subject be- 'playlands' in this way. 
emotionally distraught girt with which retains . the anderit Greek irrita~ngly ~ent on revenge, 'that .. cause "a lot of iny pictures have He was most pleased with his 
some familial problems. Ms. Di- play style, incluqing the invoking you almost wish she were ~rying · subjects that · w o r k 
Natale has a ·tall order playing a of the Gods and the traditio_!la~ . instead. }asonMcKatsOrestesis traditionally taken in 
woman who must be wracked chorus, while allowing for 20th played refreshingly well at first, people don't t · h e 
with sobs for three fourths of her century words and phrases such yet his tone d_c>es not mes~ w~~ think arc playlands 
lines and enraged for the other as "bullseye," "gizzard" and "top thatofMs. Di,Natale. Hedoesnot bea~tif~l. i because 
fourth. - dog." However,:thedirectionand seemconcen1ed with her welfare think that's he chose 
Thisproductionattemptstoget staging is clum~y and intrusive, ·· or with his desire for revenge. something to . view 
theaudiencetofeelforagirldriven preventing the :text ~d actors · Tara-_Lynn Wagnerdoesadmiia- o ri'g in: a 1 "objects 
to near insanity with mourning, fromcarryingoutwhatcollldhave bly as Chrysothemis, Elektr~'s about my like Gri-
seeking revenge against her been an adequa~e production. sister who ·is more willing to be work-to take mace as 
father's murderers (one of whom Several ·unnecessary touches silent ari!=l to appease her new_fa.:- . something s o· m e .., 
also happens to be her mother), is leavetheaudienceeitherconfused . ther than to avenge her father's like- that and thing to 
a veritable slave ·to her mother's or amused in spite ofthemselve5. · death. Jessica Alleri Hall, as try to make it · · look at, 
new husband, and lives only in The set is a giant sandbox, the Klytemnes.tra was wicked arid . beautiful." . r a t h e r 
the hopes that her brother will costum~s are gaudy and burden- cruel, a fine evil matriarch. And W h e n t h a ~' 
return soon to ·Wreak the revenge some, and the cht?x:os .·occasion:.· everfthe prop5 were.goO<l. But all asked aQC>ut his photographic in- something to play on." In order to 
she seeks. This is quite enough to . ally sings its lines in a flat, discor- in all; ~ektra was a dissapointing fluences, Ceil named Charles getaway from people's traditional 
handle without attempting to in- danttonewhich'isiriorefrritating treatment of a great tragedy, and Scheeler~ who is ·famous for his perceptions of these places, Geil 
trod~ce a 'metaphor or two about . than in(OJ1llative: ·1be perfor~ . left much to be desired. photographs taken at a Ford pro- also chof.e to photograph in black 
speaking out against those in n\ancesa~sparsearidstiff,rarely ~ duction· plant, as well as Bernd and white: "the-colors would be 
power and the true nature. of jus: enough to sh~ke the au~~nce out and Hilla Becher, who "make too · dominant ... [and suggestive] - . Terd0. slaVl• Ch art· 
1
• nte-···rv- . 
1
• eW· -. · beautifuhvorkofthingsnottradi- of how people already think of .ll tionally beautifui, like blast fur- fast food restaurants. 
"It's a wo~derful feeling 'fo be · r---io---..-----~ ...... --. bef~,r~ ... i; L~keii~~ ~~~~ ·~ 
able to-use w'h,~t you possess iD get up and go." His project 
naces." In fact, the Bechers cur-:- In the next year, Ceil, who just 
rently have work on display at the · pur<:hased an 8 x 10" view camera, 
Black Center. · will pursue individual photo your hands,'~ said Rich comrnicates this enthusiasm Ceil chose to photograph fast projects and do some commercial 
food restaurants specifically be- work in Connecticut, perhaps 
causeheisinterestedinAmerican even with the franchises he pho-
culture and also because he en- tographed. Eventually, he also 
Terdoslavi:c4ofhis5eniorproject, and dedication: "It takes a lot 
an untitled series of13 acrylic and of work and a lot of energy; 
mud with gesso on a paper I can- but it's also a lot of fun." 
vas paintings. . · 
Terdoslavich's body of work 
consists of intimately painted 
portraits of friends. He ~eame 
interested in painting portraits 
Terdoslavich expressed joyed themasachild. When asked plans to enter a Master of Fine 
contentment with his project,· whyhedidnotincludeanypeople Arts program. 
during his sophomore year and . ~j.--~o:---~...,_ 
commenting #I'm very in his photographs, Ceil re- . Platinum Playland: Photographs 
pleased that I got it off the sponded, "The restaurants, them- of Fast .food Restaurants by David 
ground ... and I really tried my selves, are what I'm interested in, Geil can be viewed in Kline Com-
best; that's what it all comes and I'm not sure these people. [in mons from May 5th-10th. · v-
enjoyed it so much that he wanted 
to pursue it more seriously as his · 
senior project. 
Although Terdoslavich said, ''I 
had no specific message I wanted 
to get across ... just the idea oJ 
spending an afternoon with 
friends, having fun painting 
announcing 
- - . " . 
down to." However, he also said, h 1 cliff 
show consistently remarked on "I feel like some paintings have a ! e restaurantf a~tn~ ere~t 
how much he .captured the per- f hih db romanyonee se. so epeop e lot o mistakes .. .I wis a een d d b b ful d I 
SOnall.ti'es of th. ose· 1· n the portra1' ts. h I'd coul alrea Y e ea uti ... an betterhandlingt epaint-that tt t k d" thi d TerdoslaVI·ch explained, "I al- · · · - 1 f h wan ° a e or mary ngs an had more physical contro o t e make them beautiful--to make 
ways feel great when I hear a re- brush, bul-tnaybeit' s good to have them into a work of art." Further-
ally good musician or see a comic some mistakes in your paintings." . more, using an 8 x 10" view cam·· 
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~<6tcery 
l6 E. Marllet St. 
Red Hoolz, NY I 2171 
(914) 758-4191 
DAtri•~•A A. Merrall 
all art interviews by 
Tatiana Prowell, except 
the Gangian interview:, 
which was by Jeana· C. 
Breton 
Applications to be a 
BRAVE counselor can 
· be picked up at the 
Dean of Students 
Office or ·at the 
RAVE office. They're 
due before_ May 12th. 
9 
· Yaniv subs for Yeskel but -still misses match-
.. ~ ..,.._ ...;: .. _ -.:;. f - .. . . . 
mateR in a losing cause. Henti the season with only two refifrn-:.. rr, ffi1 
Ringelcamethroughinhissingles ing players in a new, more com-· I Henri· RI. n' gel I Matthew Apple 
. SpC?rts Editor and doubles matches against petitive conference, and churned I We couldn't find 1 
West. C., winning them in in{- out hardy, ba~le-weary veterans I Men's Tennis Henri in time for l 
Pressive form. Ringel w~nt on to of the ten:ri'is courts after a long h 8 . · h h 1 ks I YanivTomarsubstitutedfor ast winhisnextandfinalmatchofthe grue mg season. ute azers 1m-1 · 1· · 'T"L.: Bl · I t: Igger t an e 00 a pho·to, but 
week's errant player, Bill Yeskel, 1992 seaso11 against New Jersey proveddramatically.bytheendof · I wt: 3% body fat"" we're sure he I 
yet. didn't play at all versus InstituteofTechnology,takingthe the season, leaving their final I year: sophomore I 
Western Connecticut. singles 6/4, 7/5 arid the doubles match of the campaign with ex- 1 hometown: Bangkok, would have I 
Tomar took Bill Yeskel's turn at match,IsaacHalpern'sfinalmen's periertcedplayers. Next year the I Thailand; Buenos Aires, . looked as sauve" I 
the Holocaust memorial reading tE~nn1s match as a Bardian, by the Blazers will have a core group of 1 Argentina; Dell's Dairy·. and sexy as 1
1 
outside Kline Commons last. score of 8 to 4 (see this year's fin~l strong players, ready to meet the I 
·Thursday so that Yeskel could Athlete of the Week).· challenge of becomi!lg the long- Creme usual. I 
play at Western Connecticut. The men's tennis team finished sought after "above .500". sport I quote: "It's SO good!" . . l 
Yeskel mad~ up for his~bsenceat their first seasop in the Indepen- team at Bard. Congratulations on I Henri closed out his first year as the number one Bard men's l 
Mount Saint Vincent the previous dent Athletic Conference with a 1 a fine season and a firie job, Coach. I tennis player with two strong victories over Western Connecti- I 
·Tuesday by winning his doubles · and 9 record. The Blazers started - 1\Ji I cut and New Jersey Institute of Technology, finishing. with a 
S0£iball r~gUlar season windin.g· down · I, r:J~:;~~:~~~~~~~~1;;~fe;,~~~~~~~~~c::~:~~ I 
Matthew Apple 
Sports Editor 
tho :ugh he's from Bo~tonand ~ikes 
the Red Sox, and absolutely hates 
the Yankees), and Matt Becker 
won third prize, a brand-spanking 
new plastic-lined softqall. · . · . 
Friday a~ 3:00 the first Bar~ ThreegameswerescheQulcd to 
Duckra bbitsl;las been rescheduled 
for Friday at" 3:30, the game he-
tween the Cunning Linguists an~ 
the Black Sox for Wednesday (to-
day) at 5:30. : 
Homerun Contest was held, with be played after the Hom¢run Game of the ·week 
twenty people . participating. Six Contest, but none were. Irregular 
contestants hit two hotneruns Group Dynamics forfeited to the On Tuesday, E. Coli played the 
each, byt Jody Apap pulled away team 'that changes it name every ·Feople's Film Front Softball Lib-
with first prize, a batting glove ga~e (Wha~'s ~~r Nam~?}, ~nd 2 eration Army in what was ex-
(which he probably won't wear, Legtt 2 Qmt qmt ~e league be-_, _pected _t<;> be a_ joke of a game. 
beca~seeverybodyknowsbatting ~ause ~ey couldn t come to any Motivatedbythewittycomments 
gloveS ·are 'for sissies), by hitting of thar games. Monday games of a man dressed in · a suit and a 
three shots over the fence. Dave wer~ postp~:med out of respect for very large brimmed hat { the ever 
Le:nme~ was awarded second . Nadtr Tehirany. ~e gam~ ~- irreverant Adolphas Mekas, who 
pnze, a Yankee baseball_~ap (al- ~· tween Da Luvaghs and taunted the opposing team with 
-Recreation League 
Division I 
Margaret & the Meatbangers 
remarks like, ''Give' · up. H you 
wanted to win, you should have 
· picked the right team), the Film 
dudes tied the game a:t 3 in the 
first inning and blew the doors 
open in the next. Spectacular 
4_0 fielding by the PFFSLA, holding 
People's Film F:ront Softball Liberation Army 
We'll Go.Pass/Fail, Thanks · 
E. Coli to only three runs, and 
. 3-2 powerful hitting by Javier and 





What's Our Name 
5. Photo Flo 
Division II 






the Black Sox 
Dticktab bits 
7. sps· 
2-2 homeruns, gave PFFSLA ·the 














Play of the Week 
In SPS's game against Da 
Luvaghs last Wednesday, 
Monirul Hoque proved his man-
liness by bare*han~ing a fly ball 
in center field. To prove it was no 
fluke, Moninll caught another fly 
ball in the same spot the very next 
inning, again with his bat;"e hands. 
"Who needs a glove?" Monirul 
quipped, flexing his arm muscles 
for the crowd. · 
Just a remindeJ;' ••. 
If you have any questions 
about your game time, or are 
seen "yearing his Bard soccer sweatshirt and riding his mountain I 




Please, please, pretty please? (Yes~ we'll 
resort to whin4tg) It's not hard, and you 
might actually enjoy the dead goat rituals -
whoknows? · 
Call the Observer at 758-0772 or drop a note 
in Campus M~il. · 
unsure whether your game will 
be played ,._ ....... , 
I PICKUP I I . I 
: THE : 
:PHONE an" 
:cALL KRIS; 
: HALL at : 
: extension : 
I I 
I 530. I , ________ .,
Kris has all the information at 
her fingertips, and you have no 
excuse for not knowing when 
your game is (although; admit-
tedly, you might have a good 
reason for blowing it off). ~ 
Terdoslavich 
continued _-· 
continued from page 8 
Terdoslavich offered soxne ad-
vice to those who still have a se-
nior-project yet to do: "You have 
to find a way to balance your time 
between academics and senior 
project.Don'tcry,anddon'tpanic. 
Just be cool about things." . 
Terdoslavich confessed that he 
is afraid of 'life after Bard'. because, 
"Now I have to go out into the real 
world where there are so many 
people who do what I do and are 
really good at it/' Nevertheless,. 
he plans to continue making art 
and playing guitar. Specifically, 
he plans to 11play rock-n-roll and 
do some comics" to see where 
that will lead him. 
Untitled works by Ri_ch 
Terdoslavich are on display in 
Proctor from May 2nd-8th. V' 
A Question 
of Moral.ity? 
To the Editor: 
abortion as a legal choice also op- tion is "murder." However, I un- free never to have abortions. rjust 
pose sex educatio~. ' - ~ -~ dersia.nd_· equally well that for implore X and t~e ~'pro~ life" 
Thus, my support of legal many pebple, that is not the case~ movement to understand that I, 
. abortiondoesnorstemSQlelyfrom Moreover, I would assert that _ too,havearighttomybeliefs.My 
practical concern. I, too, would thq~ people who do not equate moral vision, and those of other 
as'sei't that ''~bortion is something abortion. with murder are not pro-choice men and women, are 
which should n~V_~rJ1ave ev~n _ _m~lqDga "practical" choice as X .justasvalidasyours,justasevery -
c01ne' up in the- fi.rst place," asserts; they are making a moral religious persuasion is as valid as 
I read with inte:restthe response meaning that, ideally, no one choi~e~ as legitimate as the moral everyother,and every philosophy 
to Ms. Hellin Kay's letter in the would wanttoseekone. Of course choice that X has made. of life is as valid as every other. 
April29, 1992 Obseroer·and felt a I agree with X that our concern X equates the dominance over lndeed,manypro-choiceactivists 
need to respond. I, _like Ms. Kay, should lie "primarily at the point women embodied. in making would not choose abortion for 
had read th~ initial unattributed of preventiqn.'' However, that is abortion illegal to the dominance themselves;howevet, they would 
piece of April 15, and had con- not the world in which we live. over all citi~ens of the law pro- not presume to take that choice 
sidered responding. Unlike Ms. We live ina world which has as a hibitiD-gmurder.ldisagree.Inmy away from others. 
Kay, however, I did not. lam now_: part of it rape, incest, pregnancies moral vision, murder is a crime of Essentially, X and I agree that 
glad that I waited, because I feel whlc_!l threaten the lives of po- taking away life which is inde- our positions are "incommensu-
that the wri'ter -of that first piece tential mothers, birth control pendentand which, under the U.S. rable.'' However, I believe that 
has now presented his/herviews failure, and, yes, mistakes. Constitution, as well ~s _in a the pro-choice position, one of 
rnuch more clearly and, thus, my I believe that the failure of the broader vision of human r~ghts, ppenness and of freedom to 
response may be better directed. pro-choicem~vement~d the pro- possesses certain inalienable choose, is a viable way to encom-
I am a .strongly pro-choice life movement to communicate is rights which cann~t legitimat~ly . pass such _ incompatible views. 
woman, but I would hesitate to located on a 'pifferent level. I(i~ be abridged by_ .anyone else. -With legalized abortion, women 
speak for the pro-choice commu- not pr~cti~alv. mo:ral. Rath~r.~ it is Abortion,however,ends the ''life" are free to make decisions about 
ruty. Thus, please attri~ute my in the very word moral that the of a fetus._ Yes, so:rp.e may assert theirownlivesandbodies.Ifthose 
assertions to me alone. I agree . problem may be found. A~ a pro- that that fetus has the same rights decisions are based in a funda-
with the writer (who I will call X choice woman, I, too, expound.a as a human who has already been mental belief that abortion is 
from here on) of last week's piece "moral vision.~' :The gifficultr, lies born. However, ot~er~ wo¢d not "wrong" -that's fine. And if 
in one sense. "It _is pot that they ir:tthefactJh~tmymoralsystemis make that assertion. And dearly, they're not-that's .fine, too. I do 
[the opposing forces on the.qties- different from X' s. The pro-life a fetus is not of the same physical not quarrel with the view of 
tionoflegalizedabortion]disagree movemeritfailstounderstandthat stature as an iflfant, a child, a abortion as imrnoral; -however, I 
with each other, they are not even its moral code _is not th.e moral ·teenager or an adult; while all of do quarrel with the belief tfl-at that 
able to hear each other," X wrote . .. code. ·· _ ~ - - th~ la~e! are independ~nt, func- view must be forced upon every-
! believe fundamentally that no l")J:ot every individual, ~ every . tioning, fully developed beings,a one else, restraining their freedom 
oneoneithersideoftheissu-ewill society,everyciilture,everyrelf- fetusistotallydependentuponits to make individual choices. A 
ever be able to convince anyone gion has the same beliefs abou,t ~~~()the( for all of i_ts most _basic "moral vision" -which encom-
on the other side; they_arproach suchcowplexquestionsas''when needs, C!nd jn the early stages of passesthedenialofthelegitimacy 
the issue from completely differ- does life begii1?" X asserts that d~velopment is ev~n incap~~le of of a1I other differing moralities 
ent standpoints. However~ I do ''pro-life sees abortion for what it feeling pain. _ _ becomes amoral. 
I 
r honestly do_ und~rstand that 
those ~l}o beliey~ t;hat abortion is 
murder may hav-e insurmount-
able difficulty in accepting such a 
position; if I ~elieved abortion 
were murder,l'm sure I would be 
adamantly opposed to it as well. 
But, pro-life forces must try to 
understand that the issue isn't 
black and white .. .it has multitu-
dinous shades of grey. The strong 
pro-choice movement in this 
country, comprising more than 
half the population, demonstrates 
that the question of the morality 
-of abortion is not dear_ cut. Such 
dispute does not exist 'on other 
questionsofmora}itywhich ~~pro­
lifers'~ would like to equate with 
abortion in terms of their evident 
immorality: murder, theft, rape, 
child moles~ation ... I would also 
point out that if we were -to take 
off the blinders so many of us 
wear whidi limit our vision to the 
United States, we would see that 
abortion is legal and accepted in 
many other countries; in Japan, 
for example, one in every three 
pregnancies is aborted. That does 
not please me; in fact, it disturbs 
me deeply, in large part because 
such hfgh figures stem from the 
fact that the birth control pill is 
illegal in Japan. The Japanese 
government feels that AIDS pre-
vention is more important than 
ah<?rtion-prevention; by making 
- continued on page 11 
not see these differing perspec- _ is in its moral reality: acknowl- _ Xarguesthatsuchadependet:tcy 
tives in the same light as does X. edgmentthatlifecanbeworthless/ ~gumentisafaultyone,asserting, 
I certainly do not see the pro~ · vaiueless." However, what is 1'My grandmother is dePendent 
choice forces as "dealing with a JJmoral reality?" I would assert uponmyundeforherlivelihood." , 
practical is~ue~' and . the pr?-life . tl}<i,_t, except in a few ~arrq~ ll;l~ .:tfow~yer~ , ~ffis is a , highly ques-: 
forces as i'expounding a moral stances, there is no such thing. tionable .analogy. One adult, or 
vision." _(lnciqentaJiy,Ihavegre~t Individuals must be permitted to child, who is gepen~ent on an- , 
The B·ard Observer 
difficulty with the term pro-life, make moral judgments, for ~~m- otht=r_pecause of iJ1ability to work, 
as,-I, too, am pro-life. I b~eve in selves, within basic para~eters lih1es8: or for whatev~r reason; is 
the sanctity of the lives of women set by society. Moreover, those sti~i a person and a citizen with a 
whose health and very lives would parameters may encompass only right to life a~d liberty. A fetus, 
be threatened w_e_re they com- tho-se_ behavior~ ::- which will iii)-:- however,Js _nqt_~ c.Iearly a "per-
pelled to seek out illegal abortions. pinge on other incUvfduals' tiber- son." Some believe that it is, some 
Thus,l prefer and use the ferm . ~ties. Thus, two.coq~11ting .adults believe that it isn't._Jndeed, the 
anti-choice. However, in defer- _have a right to_ er:tgage in any -lawhasneverrccognizedtheright 
ence to X, I will use the terms/he sexual l;Jehaviors they choose in of the unborn to inherit or to. do 
prefers.) the privacy oftheir o"Yn homes; any of the oth'er thi~gs any othe~· 
My pro-choice views d~ not indiViduals h~we a right to wor- "person" can do. 
inean that I favor abortion. I, too, ship, or not to worship, one God, Calling fetuses "children" or 
would like to see a world in which '()r many gods, as they see fit; "babies" l:;>egs the question at issue. 
noonewouldfeelaneedtochoC?se women have_a __ right Jo ,_ choo~e l3y using· such terms, '1pro-lifc" 
abortion. That is why I strongly ~bortion. : · : .._.. forces see~ to set up arguments 
advocate sex education in school _ I am stire that X will saitha t my that_ are i inpos~ible jo refut~r who 
fromasearlyanageaspo-ssibleso assertionabout"basicparameters ~Ul say. it is acceptable behav~or 
that when teenagers and young· 5etby.society;, de~ds the out- toendthelifeofachild?However, 
adUlts become sexually active- Iawing of abortion, as we would the b~sic question at issue has not -
which' they will, whether we tell both agree that it would demand beenaddressed;whendo-esachild 
them how to protect themselves laws against murder. ,It is here, become a chlld? When d~es a 
or not-they will know how to however, that we conic to the person become a person? 
protect themselves from un- comple~ questions ·of 11What is IwouldneversuggesttoXorto 
wanted pregnancies, as well as life?" and "whcndoeslife begin?" any otper opponent of abortion 
from AIDS and other sexually I understand perfectly well the thatth~irmoralvisionis"wrong." 
transmitted diseases. Conversely, viewpoint that life begins at con- They have every right to _their 
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' continued from page 10 G t --.. -t written). I am tired of arguing but iho~ewho, in part, made posszble 
the i:ni'megal, they seek to en- · - e pregnan with a mindless sexist male who lifedisappearaswell<emphasismine 
couragepeopletowearcondoms. b . is obviously ignorant of what he again)." 
Thus, we see another 'form of Or e qu1et istalkingabout.No,ofcourseyou I·will not go into the inconsis-
dominance, one which, in fact, _are not umonster-male chauvin- tencies of the practical sides of 
has led to higher 'abortion rates. _ists." You_ simply want to tell this issue such as population 
· Yes,Iknow, thatabprtionisalso Dear Mr.-, women whe~ to have a chi_ld. problemsthatwouldoccurifbirth 
illegalin many· countries. But that ... When to inflate our bodies for control were illegal or the number 
is exactly my point; there is no Although you've proven your- nine months ... When to take on a of unwanted children that would 
consensus on ~his issue; on the selfasomewhatcapabJeWriter,in life-time responsibility. Tell me be inevitable since, as history has 
other hand, to my knowledge, - expressing a ridiculous rhetorical Mr. -, when was the last time proven, there are people outthere 
murder (in the-traditional sense "double-speak~~ like argu~ent, YOU WERE PREGNANT??? I whowillengageinsexualactivity 
of the word) is legal nowhere. The your attempt at logic only goes in think you proved-quite well EX- . without the purpose of procre-
is.sues are not analogous. circlesandonceagainprovesyour ACTLY what you believe in by ation. The author states that the 
X stated that "we [the pro-life ignorance. Yourargumeritdiffers stating the following: " .. And this Pro-life position is one #ex-
movement] see something which from the religious fanatics only in is where the rhetorical devices of pounding a moral vision while 
. you [the pro-choice movement] thesensethatitattemptstopre5ent 'freedom 'of choice,' 'privacy the Pro-choice position under-
don't." As a pro-choice woman, I the same argttment through sup- rights', etc. emerge (all those takes the practical consequence of 
do see what X has sought to show posedly logical babble versus re- words yoircapitalized). But those · unwanted conceptions." I am not 
me; I see a different perspective ligious babbl.e, but regardless it are beside the point." fully certain that in constructing a 
on life but one which is no more <:;eases to sufftce. DO NOT tell me I capitalized those words be- moral,consistentdoctrine that one 
valid [han my own. Now, I hope . what ~y v~lue for life is-;--1 ~ave cause they are something I shouldnottakeintoconsideration 
that the ''pro-life" movement will been .working for people s nghts strongly believe in. Obviously, the practical aspects of a specific 
seewhatlamattemptingtoshow; andhves~aybeforey?uleamed _ you do not. Maybe in your next issue, but I will even grant this · 
the "beauty" which I think isbe- ' how to .. tW1st and marupulate t~e letter, you can clue us in on your point to the author. 
ing "drowned out"--:-the beauty · wor?stoyourfavor(andyoustill stance on rape, violence against Undoubtedly the author has 
of be~ng able to live in a country don t ~ow whattheymean). You women, homosexuality, and thought about this matt:er with 
whichacceptsmanymoral visions state ... As far ~s the rest of your AIDS. I am sure it will be just as some depth, and I am riot ques-
on equal terms. Women must re- · Ietter~oes,~believeyou,yourself, entertaining. And in the-mean- .. tioning the cohesiveness or con-
. tain their right to make their own make It pamfully clear that you time, please refrain from telling sistency of his or her philosophi-
individual, moral judgments have not tru~y reg~ded the mat- me how and what I feel, and cal beliefs. My question for this 
about their bodies; to_ take away ter o_f abor~~n wtth a com pre- maybe we'll talk THE NEXT TIME individual Is where exactly he or 
this right would be to establish henstve eye ·YOU have NOTH- YOU GET PRJ;:GNANT!!! she perceives that life begins. In 
tyranny. ·· -- - · · ING to back up yo.ur ar~ment his or her opinion, it begins 
(I'd also like to note that I would but your ~wnrhetoncal, mmd less Thanks, somewhere before conception 
conclusion? For as long as the 
abortion debate has continued, no 
one has posed an infallible answer 
to exactly and specifically where 
life begins, and if the author. has 
found an answer to this question, 
I would greatly appreciate it if he 
or she would enlighten me. Prove 
to me that life begins before con-
ception, show mt! some evidence~ 
I would also like to know the 
specific time and place: 
I . 
I must say also that personally, 
whileev·eniftheauthorhasfounq 
the solution to this metaphysical 
inquizy, if based on that answer~ 
_Jte or she was able to concl usi vel y 
say that abortion and birth con-
·trol are immoral because they are 
. murder, I still· would find th~s 
position morally repulsive. All the 
same, I would ljke an answerfrom 
this individual and invite him or 
her to show me where my per~ 






have appreciated being able to opini~n (similar to th~ re~igious Hellin Kay sincebirthcontrolisimmoral;this 
respond to a person rather than · f~nahcswhoh~venothmgbl;ltt~e -_-much I understand. My question Congressman CoX. has reintro-
an anonymous entity. I under- Bible and G~ to back up therr What 
1
• S II• fe?. ·isexactlywhereandhow. Let me duced H.R. 2797, The Religious 
starid that on such a broadly pro- stance)-netther of :yo_~ hav~ __ . _ . _____ __ ~- · =~- c · -· - ~ .. pose this question to the au thor: if Freedom Restoration Act, and I 
choicecarnpus,itmustbedifficult FACfS. I, on the other ha?d, am ' = ~an· egg· goes . unfertilized, for recently received a letter asking 
for pro-lifers to step forward. ·_perf_ ectly capabl.e of backing ~p . . . whatever reason, or if _a spel'l:Il for its support. · 
t th £. t · Dear Editor: However,there'S'Samethingtobe my argun:ten WI 1ac s . . , . _ sl}o~~ }\~ppen to die, for what- Itverymuchdeserves.itbec~use 
said for being willing to . stand Yo~ claun that, you too, heard I - · - d. tO th : eiJer reasOn~- does this constitute we· an need .the right of protecti~n 
behind vour convictions.) thecnesofthewome~-:w~l~, yo~ . haatm rtoes~hinn. mgl tt the sot me- murder? one woul_d think that of our religious beliefs 'and prac-
J ·. _ _. · · · li~ •.. Those_ w __ o_ m_ en. died of illegal w as . fl1S . g e er a ap- . . -· · · . · · - -·- ·· "- ed . th A .1 29th- • · · this IS what the author believes tices which passage of this .b.ill _ Sincerely, abortio~.~borti{i~st~aay~ ·which - ~a~,~~h e v.P:,, ts~e ~n. sincetheseobjectsareap~tofthe. will represent. 
AndreaJ . -_Stein are_legal, are 10 Hines Safer than · e 0 er te . page. e.1s- 11potentiallife"towhichheorshe Th_eessentialaspedofthis,a_.w_ 
. chi_ldbirth. This was prove. n in a sue that the author of this letter - . 
If yott ltave 
soiiietlmig 011 
your cltest, get it 
off 11ow and otto 
tlte Observer-! 
Next \veek's issue is 
the last (!)lte of the 
sen1ester. It will he 
16 pages to 
accon1odate the 
letters \Ve had no 
roon1 for this week 
(sorry., guys) and 
for any letters we 
receive until then. 
. 'ddi- . _ h · refers. Are these elements mem- is to "require that the statP. sho-\V _a 
stUdy done hyC.~Evere~fKoop; -- ~ ~ssetshts mthuc. ~t0~j_cqlmckpr~ -bersoftheauthor's(ratherobscure 'compelling in_terest' _"i:)efore in-
but never publkized highly be- enstve an eng 0 or_ a 0 · d b tr - t) 11 ? · terfering with any ·icli(;1o_._ u_ s· a __ ·c_-
n ( h d ed th right to abortion. · an a s ac ra Y · . o- _ 
cause .1'\.eagan w o or er . e . . Supposetheauthorofthtsletter tivity." · · · ' -_ 
study in the first place) wanted Surpnsmgly,heorshedoesnot had claimed that he or she was - Religiousandculturaldiver~i_ty 
results that would prove_ abortion even believe in birth control. I . · · . - . . think th' . · tt ·· · h f · ll -.pro-life because he or she dtd not is at the vezy foundaH.on of our 
harmful and deter women. But lS IS px-_e y emp a lCa y kn . h . life be F th greatness a~ a nation as protected 
that is not what Mr. Reagan got, ·stated in this passage~ "A life is ow w -ere gan. ur er~ 
supposetheauthorhadstatedthat by the Constitution; This bill 
So the ""eport rema1'ned .unpub- created through an act and that . · · . . " 
£' • • • ' • smce the truth of the matter was should be passed as soon as p<)s-
lished;Ifyouhadheardthosecries ~ctreqt u~r~~~~nbegactor:-:~~tfe unattairiable, . the only ' safe ' con- .sible in order to reaffirm and 
you certainly would not respond 1tshno Wit s . h 0 ld creat e ~ en elusion was that abortion could be _-support the_se freedo~~ 
by sending women back to illegal e ac ors s ou no engage h _· - h ld th 1 th . ha · · ·n , T _ wrong, ence no woman s ou 
abortions. e~se t~es- ~y f ~a ~t · :- engage in the activity since there 
I have yet to meet a_ "perfectly warth s t e en o e .ef' elrl te isthepossibilitythatshemightbe 
normal, intelligent persbn that au or urns more spec Ica y o . . d If thi .. - . 
does not wish abortions tQ oceu.r" the issue . of abortion itself and conurutting mur er. s were 
h. ·h h b- li -- t-hi-' - . . the argument that was presented, and who is also anti-choice,· (and w y e or s e e eves s lS tm- I ld . t b . th 
you, Mr. -, are no exc_eption). moral. wo~ no e posmg ese-
Those people whom I have met The argument against birth questions. However, the author . · . . seems to have some clue as to 
that are against abortion simply controlts also presented m thls h t•t: be . . h ~'-
,,..,..._ 1 nl d'd- thi all w en 11e gms smce e or ~ue 
choosetorefrainfromgettingone, statement: 1"'oto Y 1 sr Y d tbel" th t •t · "bl 
f th oes no teve a 1 Is poss1 e Yet they remain PRO-CHOICE! compose o -as you term em- th t bo ti' . d h - h 
f hi 11 1. . ted f a a r ontsmur er, eors e Thus, not lnfringt'ng on_a_n _  other etuses,t sra ya soconsts 0 d fi 't 1 bel' "t . d -11 th h · h e m e y 1eves 1 IS · mur er woman's right to choose as she- a e women w o mzg t ever con- dfu th- th -tth b tru . f . . . an r er a eo s chon o wishes. cezve (emphasts mme). They were . . . · 
· th - t And t n1 d"d potential hfe Is murder. By what 
Needless to say~ your response . ere oo. no o Y 1 po- th d"d h. h th' 
t ti. llu ·d. . d" 11 pa 1 t e aut or come to IS is ridiculous (although very well en a ue tsappearpeno tea y, -
AndyWing __ 
who plan to wri 
letters for next. issue, 
please keep in mind 
that letters should be 
between 300 and 500 
words long. Letters of 
longer length that ai'e 
submitted after Friday 
may not see the light of 
day. 
BARD COLLEGE: MAY 7-MAY 13,1992 
Cybernetic: Expressions in Sound: 
A festival of computer-mediated, human-active expressive 
structures to inaugurate Music Program Zero's project in 
cybernetic resources and processes for socioexpressive 
language experimentation. 1:00 to 6:00PM (outdoors-and 
indoors) in an arQund Brook House on Monday and Tuesday, 
· · May 11 arid 12. .-
Dance Theatre II: _ 
_Dan~ Theatre II, Spring 1992 will feature exciting new 
choreography by profeSsors, Lenore Lattimer and Albert Reid. 
The_ concert will be held on May 14, 15, 16 and 18 at 8:00PM in 
the dance studio, Avery Arts Center, Blithe~ood Road. No 
reservations ;necessary. 
Latin American Festival: . 
Written and performed by Bard Spanish students. Featuring 
Spanish squetches, plays, poetry, dance and song. thursday, 
May 14th in the Olin Auditorium at 6:00PM. All ~elcom~. 
Concert ·of Student Works: 
.Tuesday, May 19, 1992, 7:30PM in Bard Hall. Performers Will 
inclu4e_ J?a Capo qwnber Players, students and faculty: 
·-- --Center for Curatorial Studies: 
~Passions and Cultures: Selected Works from the Rivendell Collection, 
1967-1991. A SUJ"Vey of paintings, scuiptures, photographs, · 
and other works from the permanent collection of the Center. 
Also an exhibition of prints by German Venegas and Nahum 
B. Zenil and a video installation by Bill Viola. Gallery hours: 
Wednesday-Saturday, 1:00PM to 5:00PM. 
Fi\Jn Department 
Program in International Education (E. Europe Cinema): 
on May 7: (Preston Film Center, 7~00 PM): Dr. Richard 
Kfuszczynski, Prof. of Film and Vid-eo at the University of 
LOdz and C::~~or fO·r fiim and V~deo Center for Contempora~ 
Art in Warsaw, will present a program of Polish Avant-Garde 
Films on video. 
On May 14; (Upstate Films, Rhinebeck, 9:30AM): Peter Rado, a 
Romanian film write~ and critic, will present the Romanian 
feature film, R.econstituirea, by Lucien Pintilie. 
Blum Art Show: 
Sixties Graphics: Culture & Counterculture will be on view at the 
Edith C. Blum Art Institute from March 18 through the 
summer. The Blum is open noon to 5:00PM and closed on 
Tuesdays. 
National Endowment for the Humanities: 
There is a National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
poster on the bulletin board outside of the Dean of the 
College's office which describes NEH Fellowships and 
Summer Stipends. Application deadlines are June 1st for 1993-
94 Fellowships and October 1 f<?r 1993 Summer Stipends. 
Please stop by to review this poster. · 
Services for Cluj~tian Students: 
(*Special End of Year Service) 
Sundays: _ . _ _ 
*May 10: Bishop Richard Grein at the Church of St. John the 
Evangelist at 10:00 AM, followed by lunch. _ 
*May 17: BacCalaureate Service at 4~00 PM. in the Chapel. 
*May 24: Alumni/ ai Eucharist at 9:30 AM in the Chapel. 
10:00am: V ~n to St.John's Episcopal Church and St. Christopher's 
Catholic Church (meet~ Kline parking lot) 
·-· THE WEEKL)/COMMUNITY INFOR-
MATION NEWSLETIER IS BROUGHT 
TO YOU BY 1HE DEAN OF STUDENTS. 
Mondays:· 
1:00pm: Singing qnd Worship 
7:30pm: Bible Study /Prayer Group (both in Bard Chapel Base-
ment) 
. Wednesdays: 
9:00 to 10:00 am: Singing and W~rship (Chapel) 
Transportation Schedule: 
Friday: Rhinecliff 
meet at Kline at 8:00 pm for the 9:11 pm train 
Poughkeepsie 
meet at Kline at 6:00 pm for the 7:13 pm train 
Saturday: Hudson Valley Mall. Meet at Kline at 5:45pm, retUrns at 
10:00pm - -
Sunday: Rhinecliff: Meet the 5:52, 7:17 and 11:07 pm trains 
Poughkeepsie: Meet the 7:43pm train 
Church: 9:45am to 12 noon (St. John's) 
End of the Year Schedule: · 
*(This is a correction to the information which was distributed to all 
students ~rough campus mail) -
Thursday,May21:Van to La Guardia & Kennedy Airports leaving 
at 8:00AM. $15.00 fee to be paid in cash,-in advance (one van will 
go to each airport). Sign up in Ludlow 208 beginriing Friday, May 
8. Reservations will not be taken after 5:00PM on Monday, May 15. 
Vans to Rhinecliff (Amtrack): -
leaves at 11:55 AM to catch 12:33 PM train and at 4:20 PM to catch 
the 5:01 PM train. 
-All van~ a~ limited to 9 pe(>ple wit~ a maximum of 2 pieces of 
luggage. No exceptions will be made! All vans will leave from the 
Kline parking lot. Airport sign-ups will be d1stributed on a first-
come, first-served basis. 
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
.. 
6:30pm 12:00NOON 8:30am 1:00 -6:00pm 1:00 -6:00pm 5:00 -7:00pm 
BBSO meeting Calendar Deadline Worship Service Music Festival Music Festival Russian Table 
Kline Committee RM Dean of Students Office Chapel . Brook House BrookHouse Kline College Rm. 
(See Above For More 
7:00pm __ 5:00pm Information and other 3:00-5:00 pm 6:00pm 5:45pm 
Film & Lecture Observer deadline for services) Poetry Room Open Coalition for Choice BBSO meeting -
Preston outside submission Olin 101 meeting President's Kline Committee RM 
7:30-10:30 pm Room Kline Commons 
7:00pm 6:30pm - Peer Tutors 6:00pm 6:30-8:30 pm 
Model U.N. Meeting Jewish Students Third Floor Aspinwall French Table 7:30-10:30 pin Poetry Room Open 
Organizatio~ Shabbat College Room Peer Tutors Olin 101 
7:00pm Services Kline Commons Third Floor Aspinwall 
International Relations Bard Hall 7:30-10:30 pm 
Club 6:30pm 7:30pm Peer Tutors 
Kline Commons BBLAGA meeting AAMeeting Third Floor Aspinwall 
Kline Commons Aspinwall302 
7:30-10:30 pm 7:30pm 
Peer Tutors 7:30-10:30 pm 8:00pm Scottish Country 
Third Floor Aspinwall Peer Tutors LASO Dancing- Manor House 
Third Floor A spin wall Kline Commons 
Committee Room 
